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Dover, but money was wanting to equip as well as to pay it.
Neither the Dutch nor the French wished to receive it, and when
it eventually landed at Flushing the rate of mortality was so
high that soon the 12,000 men that started were reduced to 3,000.
The attempt to enlist the services of Gustavus Adolphus for the
recovery ol% the Palatinate failed because that sovereign made
demands too onerous for the English treasury to assume. Chris-
tian IV of Denmark, however, was more venturesome!, and his
offer to lead a force into Germany if England would provide pay-
ment for seven thousand men was accepted* Hence when James I
died he bequeathed to his son a Spanish war, Dutch and Danish
alliances, and the support of Mansfcld's ill-fatecl army,
Charles I then proceeded with the French alliance* and his
marriage to Henrietta Maria took place within three months of
his accession. At Paris, as at Madrid, the demands were con-
ceded that the members of the queen's household should be
of her own religion, and that the penal laws should be sus-
pended*1 On the other hand Buckingham, who went to Paris
in person to conduct the final negotiations, found that Richelieu
was unwilling openly to take part in a war for the recovery of
the Palatinate* Thus the French marriage had lost much of its
charm even before it was consummated, for Charles found he
would have to bear the brunt of the struggle to restore Ins
brother-in-law. In all, his foreign commitments were likely to
cost him a million pounds a year—if he fulfilled them,
When parliament met, however, Charles briefly appealed for
subsidies to carry out a war that he asserted parliament had
advised, and allowed Sir Richard Weston to relate how this
king had learnt in Spain that nothing brought his father into
so much contempt as the coldness between him and his people;2
but he made no effort at any time to acquaint members with the
details of the alliances he had formed. Without knowledge and
leadership, parliament voted only an interim grant of two sub-
sidies—about one-seventh of the royal needs—before its further
proceedings were cut short by dissolution,
The spring and summer of 1625 were consumed in prcpara*
1	Yet in 1634 James had assured parliament! *It is aga»»t tli« rule uf wisdom
that a king should suffer any of his subjects to be beholding and depend upon any
other prince than himself; and what hath any king to do with the law* ami subject*
of another kingdom... I will be careful that no such condition be hereafter foisted
in upon any other treaty whatsoever/ (Lords9 Journals, ui. 318.)
2	Debates in the House of Commons in xOty, p. ty$.

